CAST LIST 2017
SUMMER CIRCLE THEATRE &
YOUNG PLAYWRIGHTS FESTIVAL

SUMMER CIRCLE THEATRE

SEE ROCK CITY & OTHER DESTINATIONS
Jess/Cutter: Evan Houdek
Dody/Lily: Janette Angelini
Evan/Rick: Trevor Earley
Lauren/Judy: Shelby Antel
Grampy/Barker: James Geer
Dempsey/Tour Guide: Greg Hunter
Claire/Kate: Nicole Tini

PETER/ WENDY
Wendy: Shelby Antel
Mr. Darling/Pirate: Matt Greenbaum
Mrs. Darling/Pirate: Karen Vance
Tinkerbell: Kathryn Stahl
Tiger Lilly: Janette Angelini
Captain Hook: Grant Cleaveland
Smee: Emma Callis
Peter Pan: Trevor Earley
Curly (Lost Boy): Curran Jacobs
Slightly Soiled (Lost Boy): Greg Hunter
Nibs (Lost Boy): Evan Houdek
Tootles (Lost Boy): Nicole Tini

BIKE AMERICA
Penny: Emma Callis
Todd: Grant Cleaveland
Ryan: Curran Jacobs
Annabel: Karen Vance
Rorey: Kathryn Stahl
Man in the Van: Matt Greenbaum
Tim Billy: Mike Merluzzi

THE AMAZING AMERICA ROAD TRIP
Samantha: Janette Angelini
Mom: Nicole Tini
Dad: Greg Hunter
Jeff: Evan Houdek
Actor #1: Shelby Antel
Actor #2: Trevor Earley

BOB: A LIFE IN FIVE ACTS
Bob: Grant Cleaveland
Chorus #1: Kathryn Stahl
Chorus #2: Emma Callis
Chorus #3: Karen Vance
Chorus #4: Curran Jacobs
YOUNG PLAYWRIGHTS FESTIVAL

BRAIN MATTER (TAYLOR)
ELOISE Shelby Antel
AIDEN Trevor Earley
ELOISE’S CONSCIENCE Megan Cochrane
AIDEN’S CONSCIENCE Sean McKeon

HI I AM (BRIANA)
JEFF Sean McKeon
MIKE Raied Jawhari
SHOPPER #1 & #3 Ejiro
MOM Megan Cochrane
SHOPPER #2: Grant Cleaveland

COMEDY CLUB
ANDY Sean McKeon
FIONA Jen English
JACK Trevor Earley
ALEX Ejiro

CURSED TONGUE
ANDREA Shelby Antel
VIOLET Ejiro
MRS. PATTERSON Camille Thomas
MRS. RATHMORE Megan Cochrane
GHOST (PLAYED BY MRS. RATHMORE)

QUEST FOR FAME
JANE Jen English
CHARLOTTE Camille Thomas
DIRECTOR Raied Jawhari
BRENDON Grant Cleaveland

SOILMATES
BRANWEN Camille Thomas
DELILAH Jen English
IMOGEN Shelby Antel
GRADY MORTIMER: Trevor Earley